Vanagon air conditioning diagram

All water-cooled Vanagons have an automatically controlled electric fan on the radiator. The
thermostat then begins to open and allows hot coolant to flow to the radiator, which is located
up front between the headlights. The temperature of the coolant continues to rise as long as
there is no movement of air past the radiator, like when you are stopped in traffic. The fan
continues to run until the temperature drops enough for the thermo switch to open, and then
the fan shuts down. The coolant temp starts to rise again, and the process repeats. This is
normal. No need to freak just because the temperature gauge is up there. If you are working the
engine hard, like towing or climbing a steep hill on a hot day, even if the fan comes on the
temperature may continue to climb. This is also normal , but start paying close attention. That
means slow down or even pull over. Contrary to popular belief, if the temp is too low, that is not
good. If the temperature is too low, your thermostat is either the incorrect one or it is no good. If
the temperature runs too high, that is not good either. However, if the temperature is too high it
is not necessarily the radiator. Vanagon cooling systems are a bit peculiar because the engine
is in the back and the radiator is up front. The pipes that run between the two are BELOW both,
so if air gets into the system it ends up in the highest point, which is the radiator. If air gets in
the radiator it will stay there. There is a bleeder screw on the top of the radiator next to the right
headlight used to get the air out. But if air gets back in, it will end up accumulating in the
radiator again. If coolant can leak out, then air can get in, and you have to find out why. They
will just go and go There were two different radiator fan systems used on Vanagons from The
higher wattage fan motor is easily distinguishable because the wiring bolts right on to the back
of the motor. The lower wattage motor is a plug-in type. The low wattage system is comprised
of: 1 Radiator up front 2 Two-stage thermo-switch on radiator a. First stage comes on at a
radiator temperature of 85C F b. Under dash, to right of speedo on models round headlights b.
The first stage activated by either the AC being turned on, or automatically by the radiator
thermo-switch, second stage by the later only. With AC off, all the current for either speed flows
through one fuse on the fuse panel, fuse 7 up to German type ceramic bullet type fuses , fuse 1
on 86 and newer models US blade-type ATC fuses. Now the current exits the switch via the red
wire with the blue stripe lighter gauge. If a low-wattage vehicle was fitted with AC at the
dealership, the AC system is wired such that, when the AC is switched on, the radiator fan
operates at first stage through a separate fuse, and cycles on and off with the AC compressor.
Sad, but true The first thing to check when troubleshooting is the FUSE! If the radiator fans
work when the AC is turned on, but not in automatic mode, it is probably the fuse. The watt
system is comprised of: 1 Radiator up front 2 Two-stage thermo-switch on radiator a. Third
stage comes on at a radiator temperature of 95C F 3 Electric cooling fan on radiator, watt 4
Resistor behind left headlight 5 Fuse for fan first and second stage on fuse panel, 1, 30 amp 6
Relay for fan second stage on fuse panel, location 5 7 Relay for radiator fan third stage under
dash, to left of speedo 8 Fuse for fan third stage, strip type 50 amp right next the third stage
relay 9 Water pump on engine 10 Thermostat on engine 11 Hoses and pipes throughout The
watt system is a three-speed design. This system is found only on vehicles fitted with factory
AC. The resistor behind the left headlight can drop the voltage to the motor so it can run at one
of two lower-than-full speeds. So the watt fan motor, even though it is a one-speed motor, is
actually made to run at one of three different speeds because of the design of the electrical
system that controls it. The second stage middle speed comes on whenever the AC system is
turned on, and cycles on and off with the AC compressor. The first and third stages are
controlled by the thermo-switch on the radiator. This contradicts everything I have explained
above, and for some time puzzled me to no end. So, I put it out there for about three years for
someone smarter that I to solve, and posted this on our site: "Now, I have studied the wiring
diagram for this system very, very carefully. I consider myself an expert at reading a wiring
diagram. There is nothing in the wiring diagram that would indicate that the AC system can
make the radiator fan come on at any speed other than the second stage. However, my
experience with my own 87 Westy with factory AC is that, on a super hot day charging up a long
grade at 80 MPH with my 2. I know that the AC system is involved because I can feel the
compressor shut-down as soon as the turbo-speed fan comes on. This condition--AC
apparently tripping the radiator fan third stage even though the engine coolant temperature IS
NOT too high--cannot be explained by reading the circuit diagram. So, maybe someone smarter
than I can figure this one out Chris correctly surmised the situation. In reading the circuit
diagram it is clear that the AC compressor is automatically shut down when the third stage fan
comes on. The designers did this to prevent overheating. They figured if the coolant was hot
enough to trip the super turbo high speed fan, it might be a good idea to shut down the AC
compressor until the temperature dropped. This interaction between the radiator cooling fan
and AC system was not something that escaped me, it is obvious by looking at the circuit
diagram. Well, yes, but that is not the only heat source. So, under certain conditions, it IS

possible for the coolant in the radiator to be hotter than the coolant leaving the engine, which is
what you can see on your gauge. What the hell is he talking about! Well, lucky for me, there are
other Vanagon nerds out there! Great work Sherlock, uh, I mean Chris! Thank you! Say, by the
way, how are you fixed for work So, to summarize, the way the system is supposed to work with
AC OFF is as follows: 1 Engine starts cold, thermostat closed 2 Coolant to radiator is shut off by
thermostat a. The ventilation system in Vanagons has always been somewhat confusing. Fresh
ambient air ventilation is controlled by the four slide levers and rotary fan knob on the
dashboard, right next to the radio. These levers have nothing to do with air conditioning if your
Vanagon is so equipped. Fresh ambient air enters the vehicle through the front radiator grille
between the headlights. Behind the radiator grill is a smaller grill about 2" x 24" for fresh air
intake, attached to a duct welded to the body. Fresh air flows through this duct to an air
distribution box, which is about 1' x 1' x 2' in size, and is buried in the dashboard, dead center
about a foot below the windshield. This air distribution box has several cable controlled flaps on
it, and it houses an electric "squirrel cage" fan which is controlled by the rotary fan knob to the
right of the slide levers. On all water-cooled models it also houses a small radiator called a
"heater core. This lever operates a cable that moves flaps in the air distribution box, increasing
or decreasing fresh airflow to the windshield and front door windows. The air flows via the four
air ducts on the top surface of the dashboard numbered "1" and "2" in your owner's manual,
page The air controlled by this lever can be either cool or heated air, depending on where the
second lever is positioned. It operates a cable that controls the heater valve s. On air-cooled
models, there are two cables that are about a mile long and go all the way back to the engine
heater "flaps" on the heater boxes mounted to the engine, one on each side. On water-cooled
models, this lever controls a single cable that is only about three feet long and operates a water
"heater valve," located right behind the radiator cooling fan outside the vehicle or right behind
the glove box inside the vehicle on water-cooled diesel models. In either case, this lever
controls the temperature of the air entering the vehicle. This air flows via an air duct assembly
just in front of the gear shift lever. On some diesel models there is a false floor down the aisle
way which ducts air to the rear passenger area. On water-cooled gasoline powered Vanagons,
there is an entirely separate heater under the rear bench seat for the rear passenger area, the
operation of which is described in your owner's manual on page The air controlled by the third
lever can be either ambient or heated air, depending on where the second lever is positioned.
This lever operates a cable that moves flaps in the air distribution box under the dashboard,
increasing or decreasing fresh airflow to the rear passenger area. Fresh air that enters the air
distribution box is diverted to metal ducts under the dashboard which conduct air to the right
and left front door jambs. In the front left and right forward door jams there are rectangular
gaskets that connect the doors to these ducts. There are still more ducts welded inside each
front door through which air flows and exits out of the rear door jamb, through a funny looking
plastic oval grill thingy with a furry seal around it. You can see this when you open the door and
look just under the door latch. Then the air flows up inside the body section behind the front
doors, and then rearward into the fresh air ducts along the roof in the rear passenger area. On
camper models, the left steel duct under the dashboard is plugged so air can't flow through the
left door. This is because, on campers, there are no air vents in the rear passenger area above
the stove and fridge galley. You will find the oval grill thingy missing on the left door see pic 1
below. I wish I had a dollar for every time a camper owner insisted on buying an oval furry vent
thingy for the left door because it was "missing. So, what about the two vents on either end of
the dashboard facing rearward? Well, those little guys are their own bosses. They have fresh air
coming into them all the time, regardless of lever position. If you flip the little lever on them
down it opens the vent and you get air. If you put the little lever up, it closes the vent and you
get nothing. So you say, "Duh, this is all obvious stuff, tell me something I don't know! That is,
you could have the heater blasting, but still have COOL air coming out of these vents. However,
starting in , the temperature of the air coming from these vents was controlled by temp lever 2.
So, on ''91 models, if you had the heat on, all the air coming into the vehicle was heated. This
kinda sucks. There have been many instances where I, as the driver, was the only one awake,
the kids and wife sawing logs. They wanted the heater blasting so they could sleep, which is
understandable. But as the driver , it was sure nice at 2AM to have that nice cool air blasting me
in the face from the side vent to keep me awake! Prior to , if all windows were closed, the only
way air could get out was through little exit vents located on the rear lower corner of the front
door interior panels. These are the plastic vent assemblies with the little blue slide lever. These
vents allowed air to exit the interior. Sliding the lever toward the front of the vehicle opens the
vent, rearward closes it. On the leading edge of the doors, in the door jam, there are three oval
holes that open into this hollow space of the door itself. As a Vanagon plows through the air, air
flows around the vehicle creating low-pressure zones near the front door jam areas. VW

engineers realized this and used this low pressure to suck air out of the interior of the vehicle.
Air flows from the inside of the vehicle through the little vent at the rear end of the front doors,
through the hollow door itself, into the door jam area, and out of the body gap between the front
door and front quarter panel. Genius, you say. But what about the rear passengers, you say?
And why, in , did VW put a rubber seal at this body gap, thus blocking all airflow through it? The
flow through ventilation scheme completely changed and improved in This change coincided
with the introduction of the switch from chrome or black steel bumpers to the fiberglass "big
bumpers" and the accompanying front spoiler. In the rear-most side windows have an added
vent along the rear edge. It was necessary to shorten the glass in order to make room for this
vent as the opening in the body stayed the same. These vents are air EXIT vents. Interestingly,
the little grills on the front door panels remained, but if you remove them you will see the
passageway behind them is sealed, and there is no blue slide lever. The seal at the door gap
area was put there probably for reduced noise. I installed these seals on my Vanagon, and
added the rear vents too. It actually lowered the wind noise a little, and the rear vents improved
air flow inside the vehicle, especially for the rear passengers. And now I have the best of both
worlds: improved flow-through ventilation and cool air from the dash vents! Factory installed air
conditioning in Vanagons is a completely separate system than the fresh air system. That is, all
the air that is cooled is air that is scooped up from inside the vehicle, cooled, and re-circulated
back inside the vehicle. There were two different factory installed AC systems for non pop-top
Vanagons, and two for pop-tops. The evaporator the heat exchanger that converts warm air to
cold was inside this section. This system worked OK. A long duct ran down the middle of the
ceiling back to the evaporator housing. This system was awesome, and kept the interior of even
dark colored Vanagons cool, even in ambient temperatures of well over degrees F. Instead of
the little cabinet door that flips down there was a grill assembly installed. This system did not
work very well. See picture below. Whereas the pre system was basically a converted cabinet,
the new system had an additional duct assembly that came right up to the edge of the rear
ceiling, thus getting much closer to the front passengers. This system worked OK, but still was
nothing to write home about. The people in the back seat would be deafened from the roar of
the more powerful evaporator fans, and frozen solid from the increased airflow. The folks in the
front seat by comparison would be barely comfortable. However, this system when operating
properly will keep the interior cool, and is fine for two people traveling in the FRONT seats. This
was an in-dash system. This system placed the evaporator in the dashboard behind the glove
box. In addition to these vents, two more vents were added either where the radio usually goes,
or right next to the radio. If the radio hole was used, the radio was relocated in a plastic
enclosure down on the floor in front of the gearshift lever face-up. These systems are very rare.
We have seen maybe one out of one hundred vehicles with this system. On the late model
non-pop top Vanagons simply converting to Ra works fine because these vehicles have more
than enough capacity. The problem with is that it is next to impossible to get the AC system in a
Vanagon--with it's several miles of hose and multiple O-ring connections--to not leak AT ALL.
And, there is no "stop-leak" that is compatible with R So, even if you step-up and pay for every
hose and O-ring to be replaced in your Vanagon, the most you will get out of a charge of R12 is
about 2 years, and months is not uncommon. Plus, the stuff eats ozone. Like I have always said,
if excellent AC is a must-have for you, you just might be a Eurovan person Maybe eventually we
will get up the gumption to have a new condenser for Vanagons made in the more efficient
parallel flow design. This, however, will be a very expensive project, and is in line behind about
other more pressing Vanagon improvements. So, open the windows and don't hold your breath.
I can live with that". There is one more problem, however. The other problem is that the lubricity
of Ra and the oil that is compatible with Ra ester mineral oil is not as good as the R12 and
petroleum based oil with which it is compatible. The result is that the moving parts of the
compressor, which rely on these lubricating qualities, suffers. And the result of that is a shorter
life for the compressor. Whereas one could expect 10 to 15 years of service from a compressor
running on R12, it is not uncommon to have to replace a compressor running on Ra in 5 to 8
years. Bottom line: AC is a bitch! Vanagon camper owners have suffered with no air
conditioning or AC that was marginal. Two additional rectangular vents are installed in the dash
face and can be aimed where you want them. Unlike the Vanagon original, but like most all
modern cars, the system has air blending control so you can control the temperature of the air
flow for comfort year-round. The system is capable of excellent defrosting using the evaporator
to remove moisture and all the controls including the temperature and the fan speed are
infinitely variable. Outside air can be introduced with the windows if desired. We offer this
installation in our shop for any Vanagon with any engine. Please note: If you have extra
equipment in or on the dash gauges, cruise control, etc there may be extra labor for the
installation. We also offer a Digital Climate Control scroll down option to make the system even

more modern. These interfaces have up to 6 temperature sensors to provide a more consistent
and accurate cabin temperature. We install, service and personally use what we sell. After
building over Subaru powered Vans and Vanagons, we have learned a lot about how to make
them run well. From cooling systems to wiring harnesses, we have designed our products to
get your Subaru conversion up and running quickly and keep it performing well for years. Our
parts allow you to install a Subaru engine and lose nothing of the original Vanagon's utility and
great design. It can be difficult to find all the right parts to make your Subaru powered Van come
to life. When you purchase our parts, we help your project come together quickly and
successfully. For those who choose to buy a complete package from us, expect prompt,
accurate replies to your questions. No one else offers anything close in design, performance
and support. My Account. Orders Wish list Track my order s. Track my order s. Sign in Register
E-mail. Password Forgot your password? Register for a new account. Anti-bot validation. Sign
in. Remember me. My cart Cart is empty. Cart is empty. View cart. Type 2 Album. Other
Galleries. Subaru Conversion Parts. Driving Upgrades. Other Parts. Subaru Parts. SVX Parts.
Click here to visit the online product page. My account Sign in Create account Orders Wish list.
Of course since it is summer time, I get lots of emails and calls about Vanagon Air conditioning.
I would like to take a moment and talk about it and maybe this will save me some phone calls
and time in the future. However this system using a York compressor which pulls lots of power
off of the engine, and the pulley set up for to power the compressor is a nightmare. My advice
would be to avoid this system unless you like headaches, blown up engines, and tightening
squealing belts every other day. Here is another system that I have to say, the pretty much
stinks on ice. The compressor and belt design is much better. However the system has a very
small condenser in the front, which really limits it's ability to get rid of heat. On top of that, no
pressure sensors to tell the system to shut off in case of low freon so it is just asking for a
locked up compressor, broken belts, and not very cold air. They were designed with R in mind
and just barely work on the newer Ra. I would give this one a pass as well since the fans in the
system are powered by one electrical motor in the center which is not very powerful. At max
setting you get just a hint of cold air tantilizing you that you could have more if the fan design
wasn't so terrible. Don't waste your time on this system. Actually, I like this sytem quite a bit.
They upgraded the fans, wiring, sensors, condenser, compressor, pretty much everything to
make the system actually work pretty well. Don't expect it to spit ice cubes, but it can make you
comfortable, even on a very hot day. The passenger version is the best because it gets the air
right on your face and neck where you need it the most. The camper version is decent as it also
has powerful fans that move a lot of air. However I would recommend a fan that is on the dash
or mounted pointing at your face. You that cool air on your face and not the back of your neck.
These systems are aftermarket, and they aren't as powerful as the late model Vanagon system.
The evaporator doesn't have as much btus as the stock evaporator in the rear. It does get the
cold air on your face which helps quite a bit. I think if you had a Westy, you coud add the dash
AC and incorporate it into the stock system with the rear AC, I think it would be a great addition
to that. If you have a late model Vanagon non-camper with the stock AC, you would be better
off, restoring that system as it will push more air. The Vanagon has a large amount of interior
space in cubic feet. You want as much air flow as you can get. The aftermarket dash systems
have a smaller single fan that just can't move as much air, so the cabin will take longer to fully
cool down, etc. It is just math. Understand the limitations of the system, and then you can make
an informed choice. Repairing and refurshing an Air Conditioning system can get expensive
really quickly. Is Air Conditioing worth this to you? You would be much better off, either selling
your van to get a newer version, or moving to Canada for the summer, or pretty much anything
else than wasting time and money on those crappy and half baked systems. If you are fixing the
later model systems or installing an aftermarket system, it could be worth it to you if you need
AC. Please email me or call me all the time to tell me how they want to fix their AC system and
how much is it going to cost. It is almost to the point that if you need to ask how much it is
going to cost, you really can't afford it. So if you come at it from the point of view that AC is
something I need, the cost isn't really the issue, I have some type of physical issues and I just
need it so I can travel and enjoy traveling in the van, then go for it. If you are trying to get
something on a budget, I would say you are on a fools errand. You will spend thousands of
dollars. Maybe not all at once but over time. At the end of the day, will the system actually work
properly or be reliable? If it is an all new system or a later model system, then I would say yes.
You would have something to show for your time, money and effort. If it is one of the early
systems, I would say, no. You have a money pit that is really never going to live up to your
expectations, but it will be glad to eat your money, burp, and then ask for
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more. Will the one system reliably for into an '84 westy? I am having one reconditioned and
expect to pick it up before the end of the year. It does not have air currently but at 73 I don't
tolerate the best as well as I used to. I think I can get a system installed here after I've got it
home but I don't want to put the older system in my '84 after reading your comments. Do you
sell oem systems or just the aftermarket that you mentioned? We are Open and shipping orders
daily! Search by SKU or Keyword. Ask Ken. Filter by Categories. Vanagain on Facebook!
Aftermarket Dash AC systems. Counting the Cost Repairing and refurshing an Air Conditioning
system can get expensive really quickly. Conclusion: At the end of the day, will the system
actually work properly or be reliable? Hope this helps you make a decision on this. Comments
Reply. Kim Horton January 6, Leave a Reply Want to join the discussion? Feel free to
contribute! Wait - Your Cart Updating Wait - while your wishlist is updating

